The Effect of Communication and Policy-Making to Teacher’s Performance on Strategic Madrasah Leadership during Pandemic Covid-19
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Abstract
Communication and policy making can either increase or decrease performances. This study aims to measure whether communication and policy making have impacts on teachers’ performance. This research is a quantitative study using proportional random sampling technique. The research data were obtained through a questionnaire and were then analyzed by the t-test and multiple linear regression analysis. The research results showed that both communication and policy-making styles had a significant impact on teachers’ performance, and simultaneously the communication style and policy-making style had an impact on teacher performance by 71.1%. Thus, the strategic leadership of madrasa principals at the Islamic Elementary School level should be taken into account to formulate differentiation and diversification strategies of communication policies, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION

At the end of 2019, the dangerous virus first began to spread in Wuhan, China. This outbreak has disrupted all aspects in life. Governments all over the world have applied several policies to overcome this pandemic as effectively as possible. The Covid-19 pandemic has forced changes in various aspects of life (Irawan, 2020). Prospective scenarios to overcome a massive pandemic had been prepared before but most people weren’t aware of it, such as the case in the MERS scenario. It offered important opportunities for readers to prepare their responses to express their dilemmas (Brunson et al., 2020). The current crisis situation may leave employers with no choice but to lay off because they have to reduce large-scale operation costs (Mahammed, 2020).

The social force needs a good communication, policy style, and strategic leadership in education. This indicates the need for a basic motivation for making successful and accountable decision (Geisler & Allwood, 2018). Information sharing is expected to create balances among communication, decision-making, and teacher’s performance, all of which are included in headmaster’s performance (Sihotang, 2012). There are also positive and significant influences of teachers who have passed teacher’s professional standard and those who haven’t on students’ learning achievement at elementary schools in Sambas-Indonesia (Putra, 2017).

It is then assumed that the implementation of knowledge based strategy needs human resources with knowledge and multiple skills in responding to permanent changes (Akhyak, 2013). Teacher’s Performance will increase along with healthy relationships and communication between the components of the school because the pattern of relationships are smooth communication and good encouragement to do a good job (Saondi & Suherman, 2010). The state of product sharing of information or communication is better continued to a sequences of main idea in paragraph, otherwise till to the art of communications (Villar et al., 2018). The Implementation of policy and commitment of existing leader can be measured and in the future it can be even better (Muldiyanto, 2019).

The ability of school principals in institutional decision-making has an implication to a standard of managerial competence. School principals should be able to manage the school information system in order to support the programs and policy in their institutions. He should seek a solution to gain a madrasah education of quality, so all components from various elements support each other i.e., a total quality of professional teachers, a synergy partnership between the madrasah committee with its management system to find out a learning organization climate by working together to gain vision and mission of the madrasah (Iswan,
A principal receives some in-service training on a modern management system approaches. This is considered to be able to enhance the ability of his meta literary so far to face a community preference (Gupta, 2020).

Important decisions for the survival of an organization encompass: i) decision is the beginning of all conscious responds focused on human activities, either individually, in group or institutionally, ii) it’s intended to predict future outcomes, iii) it creates problems and solutions (Hasibuan, 2014). The decision process requires the involvement of various internal and external agencies. The Principals with the board of teachers, educational staff, students, and guardians are internal parties, while stakeholders are external party of educational institutions (Torang, 2013). There are numerous strategies at various level (i.e. individual, classroom, and school) that can be implemented to help students cope with a variety of stressors. Educators of students with stress and/or trauma need to be aware of its impact on children, and the most effective ways to address their education and social needs. Having practical strategies to assist students is essential in creating a caring community within the school (Keown et al., 2020). It is suggested from the findings that primary school students and teachers want to improve the same basic issues related to a peaceful and happy school (Calp, 2020).

Teacher’s performance can be measured by several aspects such as work’s quality, personal attitudes and responsibility for their work. Thus, teachers should develop their professionalism by: i) mastering knowledge and enhancing technology, ii) understanding education institution’s needs, iii) meeting the demands of the world of work, facing the global competition, avoiding teachers’ low professionalism, and iv) improving self-esteem (Muyiman, 2018).

Considerable research have been conducted on closed relationship with the world of policy-making in education, whose are expected to communicate well in their institutions. Such as; communication is the core of the organization, without it there will be no organizational activity (Ismail,2013). The principal should upgrade the supervision of teachers and achievement motivation where they would actualize the effective teachers (Renata et al., 2018). There has not been seen any influence between principal’s leadership and the students’ achievement level (Hadi, 2019). The madrasah would have been better if the principle’s leadership practices put on the core of character and their beliefs in Islam for development and changes (Walid, 2018). The educational policy-makers were able to improve educator’s loyalty by implementing a good program of instructor’s standardization regulated professionally drives to government employee at regional era (Werang, 2018). Islamic
education administrators should be managed using a strategic planning instead of their own group, tribes, and belief, so there is a compass for improving gradually furthermore. (Mahmud, 2012). Otherwise, the research about communication, policymaking, and teacher’s performance during pandemic-19 hasn’t been conducted yet, they should do it.

During 2020, the President of Republic of Indonesia and most of Indonesia’s Ministers have made several policies to overcome social problems caused by Covid-19; ICT revolution, radicalism, learning based internet, and work from home, but there have not been any effective solutions yet. It’s necessary to understand comprehensively their surrounding changes for making an appropriate decision-making. Furthermore, most of teachers, students, parents, and headmaster are confused to look forward their responsibility in education anymore, such as education policy-making related to distance learning, character, vocational skills, and reducing some materials. The blueprint hasn’t been introduced yet, so these will be blunder of communication and policy-making at education level. The principals are struggling to overcome stress caused by pandemic-19; positive attitude towards self and others, effective management of time, delegation of duties to the staff, seeking support from other school stakeholders, sharing a meal with the family, socializing with the staff members, anger management, leisure activities, spending time with students, seeking medical help, seeking counseling, documenting files, and physical exercises (Ogalo et al., 2020).

This research aims to measure the strategic relationship in communication style, decision, and teacher’s performance conducted by the headmaster. Because of the changes of situation of learning milieu such as social changes, family type, cross-culture, politics, and preference have happened rapidly, the act of leadership’s alignment is necessary to be considered in policy decision making.

METHODS

The researchers applied a quantitative research design. In this case, both communication and decision making styles are independent variables while teachers’ performance is the dependent variable. It was interesting to measure all of them partially and simultaneously and to predict what effects the two independent variables on dependent one. This is the design of the research:
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We took population and sample at Islamic elementary school (MI) located at Madiun City. The reason why they chose Islamic elementary school to be the object was because of policy selection. The Madrasah is a good system for formal education like modern school system, but not sufficient to inculcate Islamic value outside the class (Zarkasyi, 2020).

Researchers used a propositional random sampling technique to determine the Madrasah which is a study sample by region or cluster one. They grouped them based on dormitory classes of their residences. The ratio between the numbers of teachers and students is 1/15 meaning that a teacher for 15 students. It could be described as follows:

Table 1: Cluster of Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sub-District</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>teacher</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kartoharjo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Taman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3295</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>16.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mangunharjo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Manister of Religion Affair at Madiun City, Indonesia. 2017

The researchers constructed questionnaires based on the research matrix, developed so far from the theories of communication, policymaking, and teacher’s performance. Those are; i) Communication style indicators; controlling, equalitarian, structuring, dynamic, relinquishing, and withdrawal, ii) Policymaking style indicators; directive, analytic, conceptual, and behavior ones, iii) Teacher’s performance indicators; loyalty, recognition, honesty, discipline, creativity, team working, leadership, personality, manipulation, and responsible. The questionnaires were 60 items that consist of 16 for communication style, 20 for policymaking style, and 24 for teacher’s variables. A Likert Scale was chosen in constructing them which have been clarified by expert judgment so far.

Every respondent had the same opportunity to answer, so the researchers distributed them by accident while meeting everywhere happened accurately. After that, the data analyzed by t-test formula and multiple linear regression analysis using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 2017 version.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The responses related to the communication style indicated that the respondent's answer has the lowest average score of 2.6358 which is associated with the statement that the head of the madrasah at work meetings. The highest score of 4.7514 is related to the respondent's statement that the head of the madrasah is attentive with supportive style trait.

In the decision-making style based on the SWOT, it showed that the respondent's answer has the lowest average score of 3.1098 which is related to the assertion of the madrasah takes a relatively quick decision. Fast decision-making is assumed to have unmeasurable and unpredictable decision. The highest score of 4.5491 is related to the respondent's statement that the principal decides systematically. It shows the decision-making style of the madrasah principal tend to have behavioral communication style. A leader’s mindset must influence strategic decision making because of its structure (Phipps, 2012). The benefits of policymaking, as key factors, makes instructors be able to improve their performances perfectly, so students must be happy (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2019). Everyone in organization have an opportunity as participants in decision-making (Villar et al., 2018).

Respondents stated that the teachers’ work performance variables showed the highest score of 4.4682 which is related to the respondent's statement due to receiving additional task from the leadership. This statement refers to the sub-variables of work performance regarding the responsibility of teachers in implementing the management decisions. The respondents' answers about work performance showed an average total score of 3.7475; this shows that the performance of the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in Madiun city is so good. The factors of performance appraisal are; i) loyalty; ii) achievements; iii) honesty, iv) discipline, v) creativity, vi) cooperation, vii) leadership, viii) personality, x) and responsibility (Hasibuan, 2014).

The questionnaire data tabulated and analyzed using multiple linear regression as below:

Table 2. Analysis of Multiple Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients²</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>-1.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-6.171</td>
<td>4.854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication style</td>
<td></td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>2.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision-making style</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>14.559</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: teacher work achievement
From the table 2, it can be explained as follows: \( Y = -6.171 + 0.188X1 + 1.027X2 \), It means; first; \( a = -6.171 \); which shows the magnitude of teacher work performance before influenced by communication style and decision-making style, second; \( b1= 0.188 \); communication style variables have an effect of 0.188 to improve teacher work performance, thirst; \( b2 = 1.027 \); the decision-making style variable has an effect of 1.027 to raise ones. The result can be presented that decision-making style variable has a greater influence in increasing the performance of teachers compared with the communication style variables.

Result of partial test of influence of communication style on teacher work achievement of MI shows that the result of t-test value is 2.349 and t-table is 1.974 then \( t_{count} > t_{table} \). Then from the significant level of 0.020 is smaller. Therefore, \( H0 \) is rejected and \( H1 \) is accepted. This means that for partial communication style variable has a significant effect on teacher’s performance when the headmaster applies a style of communication that is a supportive style trait (supportive style trait). In other words, if the communication style of the madrasah principal goes well then the teachers work achievement is also increasing. Conversely, if the communication style does not work well then the teacher’s work performance will also decrease. Enhancement for ability in communication produced some advantages which gave a temporary needs and preferences. It made a adaptable and cohesion change (Todorović et al., 2012).

A Partial test of effect of decision making style on teacher work’s performance shows that the result of t-count value is 14.559 and t- table is 1.974 \( (t_{count} > t_{table}) \). Then from a significant level of 0.000 less than 0.05 \( (0.000 < 0.05) \). Therefore, \( H0 \) is rejected and \( H1 \) is accepted. Decision style variable partially has a positive influence on teacher’s work performance, when the head of the madrasah applies behavioral decision-making style. In other words, if the madrasah principal decision-making style is supportive of the behavioral style, then the teacher's work performance also increases. Conversely, if the decision-making style of the madrasah does not support or decrease, the teacher's work performance will decrease also.

Data analysis of influence of communication style and decision making of the madrasah headmaster on teacher’s work performance at MI Madiun City. (Simultan Test/ f-Test).
Table 3. The Result of F Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Regression</td>
<td>13570.332</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6785.166</td>
<td>209.301</td>
<td>.000 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>5511.090</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>32.418</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19081.422</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Teacher Work Achievement

b. Predictors: (Constant), Decision Making Style, Communication Style.

The result of F test explained the magnitude of f-count: 209.301 and f-table: 3.05; means f-arithmetic > f-table at 5% error rate, significant magnitude (profitability) 0.000 <0.05 \((\alpha = 5\%)\). In conclusion, the communication style and decision-making style together influence the teacher's work performance. Analysis of determination coefficient \((R^2)\)

Table 4. Analysis of determination coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.843 (a)</td>
<td>.711</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>5.69370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), decision making style, communication style

Table 4 showed the analysis of determination coefficient \((R^2)\) of 0.711 meaning that the change of work performance of teachers can be explained by the change of communication style variable and decision-making style together which account for 71.1%. While the rest that is equal to 28.9% influenced by other variables outside. There are seven characters that are considered i) supporting, ii) developing, iii) giving recognition, iv) balancing reward and punishment, v) managing conflict, vi) having a teamwork, vii) and networking (Muhith, 2013).

Partial communication style variable has a significant influence on teacher work performances. Based on the responses related to the communication style, it shows that the respondent's answer has the lowest average score which is related to the statement that the headmaster of the madrasah at work meeting likes to get emotional. It can be said that the teachers are not happy when the headmaster of the madrasah when he is applying emotional communication style (Emotive style trait). The highest score related to the respondent's statement indicated that the headmaster of the madrasah is attentive to others. It can be said that the teachers are happy when the headmaster of Islamic school apply supportive style trait (a supportive style trait). Furthermore, the total score average of 4.0725, which indicates that the supportive communication style is able to influence the performance of work better or increase than other communication styles. Teacher were generally positive about the content
and relevance of academic curriculum and its effectiveness in preparing them to teach reading (Gupta & Lee, 2020). Strategic communication represented at multiple levels within and by the organization (Henderson et al., 2015).

Communication should be a something that people get a structure of knowledge, information, a system of context, and various consequences (Mbirua, 2020). It needs processing information in a series based on the social, economic and political changes. With logical, rational, intuitive, and creative mindset, the headmaster can conduct strategic acts that can make a valuable policy and decision. Therefore, he should apply them as effectively as possible. In this case, the headmaster should adopt forms of communication to suit every occasion to avoid interruption. Headmaster should adopt feedback mechanism which guarantees efficiency and prudence in school management (Brunson et al., 2020).

The decision-making style should be developed based on the madrasah strategic planning drives to the quality of the madrasah leadership. This leadership can affect the work performance of an individual executive work as a form of responsibility to implement work decisions of the leadership, but performance is to have values in a matter from what has been done and so on. Somebody hast to measure himself if he want to treat others (Arifin, 2016). Work is an activity that does something. Otherwise, performance is the product of work achieved by employee while conducting tasks assigned to him. The way he thinks is the logical and rational mindset; processing information in a series, intuitively and creatively understanding something as a whole (Rivai & Mulyadi, 2009).

The results of the research for decision-making style variables are smaller. This means that decision style variable partially have affected on teacher’s performance. It shows the respondent's answer is the lowest average score which is related to the assertion that the head of the madrasah makes relatively quick decisions. Quick decision-making is assumed to result in an unmeasurable decision. It can be said that the teachers are not happy when the head of the madrasa apply a directive style of decision (directive style). For the highest score which is related to the respondent's statement that the head of the madrasah decides systematically. It can be said that the teachers are happy when the head of the madrasa applies a behavioral decision style (Behavioral Style) with an average score of 4.0812; this suggests that the teacher's decision-making style is better or improved.

For the effect of simultaneously showing that the communication style variables, and decision-making style together influence the teacher's work performance. For the change of work performance of the teacher can be explained by the change of communication style variable and decision-making style together equal to. It shows that there is still another
variable to be investigated by further research. It can be concluded that the performance of the madrasah may turn positive or improve better when the head of the madrasah implements a supportive style trait style and sets a work decision with a behavioral style (Behavioral style trait). Conversely, work performance will decrease when the head of the madrasah applies an emotional style trait (Emotive style trait) and defines a work decision with a directive style (Directive Style). With new version of mobile devices, it makes our lives available changes, innovative spiritual, interesting features, and amazing accessories are continually optimizing communication (Odabasi et al., 2019).

Three components must be considered in this case; i) A strategic plan work is a duty for chief executive organization constructed on futuristic issues of micro-macro to counter the disruptive era, ii) develop a curricula according to education customer’s preference and interest, and iii) modify programs for giving a spiritual activities and analogical reasoning ability for facing ICT era (Musyaifudin & Ahmadi, 2019). It’s important for leader of madrasah, teachers, staff, students, and board of school to behave strategically in order to be meaningful for a sustainable learning organization, experience development, and institution itself. Vincent introduced that there are six characters that should be considered; i) looking forward continuously, ii) handling business, iii) using a business information as success key indicator, iv) understanding the big picture, v) considering a risk and taking the appropriate strategy, vi) and relating vision and mission with business strategy (Gaspersz, 2013).

A strategic leadership must be able to work in cooperation, participation of employee both vertically and horizontally within and outside the job. He also has the ability how to judge an employee’s capability to lead, influence, and behave befitted a strong, respected, and authoritative leader. Therefore, implementing a good leadership style is a necessary factor (Abdullah et al., 2018). In a strategic leadership, personality related to attitude, behavior, modesty, and cheeriness lead to impression of being fun, sympathetic, and reasonable appearance of the employee. The result of Teacher’s performance evaluation can essentially be used to be a promotion and reward (Masnun, 2014). His teachers should be also more active, creative, communicative and effective in performing duties as a professional teacher. Assuming the increased quality of teacher competence, they will also increase teacher’s performance.

Education is still a mean of enlightenment. Especially, Islamic education is completely structured and predictable, and has ability to provide a comprehensive picture of Islam expected by the public, government officials, the leader of higher education institutions,
influences religious movements and public figures in the country and abroad (Abdullah, 2017).

In the disruptive era, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic, mastering knowledge and technology comprehensively is able to force a surrounding to be a knowledge community. These changes include the application of the work from home system, social distancing, restrictions on public transportation facilities, limited lockdowns that are currently being implemented by several local governments (Mahammed, 2020). The complicated structure of science requires an intellectual mindset to produce any kind of competitive education market share that can create meaningful values for school stakeholder. Especially about a change of place, time and opportunity, lean innovation used to create sustainable advantages in the social context (Akhyak, 2013). Thus, strategic madrasah leadership, especially at elementary school as basic human management policy so far (Jaelani, 2016), needs to behave a strategic planning, implementation, and evaluation in order to be an effective learning organization.

Other variables assumed influences to teachers’ performance; i) physical as a thing based on the body's natural sense, such as insecurity or pleasure, ii) a sophisticated of environment system, likewise; politics in locally or globally, economics supply chain, and uncertainty future; iii) a rational community creates a rational workers, a rational migrant, and smart pupil as its various consequences, v) practicality; a person who has meta confident assess his modify activities, vi) emotional as a thing based on feelings or attitudes, vii) interpersonal as a thing based on the influence of existing social network (Rivai & Mulyadi, 2009).

CONCLUSION

Communication style significantly affects teacher’s performance, decision-making one significant does either, and also both of them. There are still influenced by other variables. Therefore, alignment communication and decision making style are very important in a strategic madrasah leadership at Islamic elementary schools because of the expectation to construct a differential and diversification strategy. The researchers recommend that if a marketplace has been unpredictable changes because of politics, social, economics, pandemic, and technology revolution, they should apply an intellectual property strategy continuously. In this case, the key of instruments are core values, an innovation, and non-linear thinking.
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